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Abstract.

Let / = zZf„0ajZJ be an entire function which satisfies

\«j-iaj+i/«j\<

P2'

7 = 1,2,3.

where 0 < p < p0 and p„ = 0.4559... is the positive root of the equation 2£f*L{p'~
= 1. Let r > 0 be fixed. Let W, M denote the rational function of type (L, M) of
best approximation to / in the uniform norm on \z\ < r. We show that for any
sequence of nonnegative integers { M, }f_ ¡ that satisfies M, < 10L, L = 1,2, 3,...,
the rational approximations W, M¡ converge to / throughout C as L -> oo. In
particular, convergence takes place for the diagonal sequence and for the row
sequences of the Walsh array for /.

1. Introduction. As far as the authors can determine, e: is the only function for
which best rational approximations are known to overconverge throughout C. The
known results, all due to Saff [7,8], include the following. Let r > 0 be fixed. For
each pair (m,n) of nonnegative integers, let Wmndenote a rational function of type
(m, n) of best approximation to the function ez in the uniform norm on \z\ < r.
Theorem

A [7]. As m + n -* oo, Wmn(z) -* ez uniformly on compact subsets of C.

Theorem

B [8]. Let em„ = m\n\/((m
max|e*-

+ n)\(m + n + 1)!). Then, for each fixed n,

IF„,„(z) | = e„„/m + " + 1(i + o(l))

asm-^n.

Recently Trefethen [9], using the method of Braess [2], extended Theorem B to
non-row sequences of the Walsh array for e2.

Theorem C [8]. For each fixed n,

Um

e«-ir..(z)
V xf

mn

uniformly on each compact subset of \z\> r.
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The proof of Saff s theorems, as well as the work of Trefethen and Braess, is based
on the fact that analogous results are valid for the Padé approximations to e\
Recently one of the authors [3,4] investigated the Padé tables of entire functions

such as
00

(1)

f(z)=

ZajzJ,

fly* O,;'= 0,1,2,...,

7= 0

which satisfy
(2)

\aj_xaJ + x/a2\^p2,

j =1,2,...,

where
(3)

P < p0,

and p0 = 0.4559... is the positive root of the equation 2E"_1pj'" = 1.
It was shown in [3] that the Padé table of / is normal, and that any sequence of
Padé approximants with numerator degrees tending to infinity converges to /
uniformly on compact subsets of C. These properties of the Padé approximants
(together with their additional properties to be established in §2) enable
Saff s argument in a modified form to prove results analogous to Theorems
C for this class of functions.
Throughout this paper we use the following notation. [L/M] will denote
approximant of type (L,M) for /, that is, [L/M] = PLM/QLM, where

us to use
A, B and

the Padé
PLM and
QLM are polynomials of degree < L, M respectively, QLM(0) = 1, and QlM(z)f(z)
- PLM(z) = 0(zL + M+l) formally. For any r > 0, WLM(z) will denote a rational
function of type (L, M) of best approximation to / in the uniform norm on \z\ < r.

That is,
max|/(z)-

WLM(z)\^

max \f(z)

|2|«r

- R(z) \

\z\<zr

for every rational function R of type (L, M).
We

shall

D(L/M)

use

||g||r

to denote

max|z|s,r|g(z)|.

For

the determinant
>L+l

(4)

D(L/M)
L-M+l

uL-M+2

(where a. = 0 if / < 0) and we let
(5)

eLM

D((L+l)/(M+\))

D(L/M)

We now formulate our results.
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Theorem 1. Let f be an entire function that satisfies (l)-(3). Let r > 0 be fixed.
Let WLM be a rational function of type (L,M)
of best approximation to f in the
uniform norm on \z\ < r. Then:
(i) For any sequence of nonnegative integers {ML}C£=Xthat satisfies ML < 10L,
L = 1,2,3,...,
the sequence {WLM }¿=1 converges to f uniformly on compact subsets

ofC.
(ii) If in (2), p < 1/3, then the restriction ML ^ 10L can be omitted.
Remarks.

1. The number 10 may be replaced by any positive number

<

4|logp0|/log(3Po) = 10.0339....
2. Note that Saff s Theorem A admits the case L = const, that is the column
sequences of the Walsh array for ez also converge to ez. For our class of functions
the analogous result is not true. Indeed, any entire function / that satisfies (1), (2) is
of order 0 and consequently (since it is not rational) has infinitely many zeroes in C.
From Hurwitz' theorem follows that no sequence of rational functions with fixed
degree of the numerator can converge to / throughout C.
Theorem 2. With the notation of Theorem 1 and under the restriction ML < 1.4L,
L = 1,2,...,
we have
0)KmL^J|/WLM¡\\r/(\eIM¡\rL+M>+l)=l,
(ii) lim^J/(z)
- WLMi(z))(-l)M/(eLMizL
+ "-+1) = 1,
uniformly on compact subsets of \z\ > r.

Remark.

The number

1.4 may be replaced

by any positive number

<

2|logp0|/log3 = 1.42995....
2. Estimations for Padé approximants. We first establish some simple properties of
the Maclaurin coefficients of /, which follow from condition (2). This condition can
be rewritten in either of two forms:

(6)

\aj+i/aj\*ip2\aj/aj_f\,

j = 1,2,3,...,

(7)

|a,._,/a,-|<

y = 1,2,3,....

P2\aj/aj+f\,

From (6) it follows by induction that
(8)

\aL + x/aL\^p2L\ax/a0\,

L = 0,1,2,...,

and
(9)

\aL+k + x/aL+k\^p2k\aL+x/aL\,

L, k = 0,1,2,....

From (7) it follows that
(10)

\aL_k_x/aL_k\^p2k\aL_x/aL\,

L=l,2.

If we now write
aL+p

aL+p

aL+p-l
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and estimate each factor once using (8) and once using (9), we obtain
(11)

\aL+p/aL\^pP<2L+"-^\af/a0\P,

L, p = 0,1,2,...,

(12)

\aL+p/aL\^p»^\aL+x/aL\P,

L, p = 0,1,2,....

In a similar way, writing
aL-P

_

aL

ai.~p
aL-p+\

ai,-p + i

aL-X

aL-P+2

aL

and using (10), we obtain
(13)

\aL_p/aL\*ip>>lr-»\aL_f/aL\P,

L = 1,2,...,

Finally, from (6) it follows that the sequence \aJ+l/aj\
so that \ak/ak_x\ < \a,/a,_f\ for k > I, or
(14)

\ak/al\<\ak_x/al_x\,

p = 1,2,...,

L.

is monotonically decreasing

k > I.

We now turn to our first lemma, which deals with the determinant

D(L/M)

(see

(4)).
Lemma 1.

(j^Aaf

^\D(L/M)\^

(¡)M-l\aL\M,

L,M= 1,2,....

Remark. This lemma was proved in [3]. Since we shall need some ideas from the
proof in the sequel, we shall reproduce

it, but use a different

notation

from that in

[3].
Proof.

Let

(!5)

h=\<*L-l/<*L+l\

and let A = diag{£/(¿£,..
trix

(16)

.,%¥}.

-

Let ALM = (a¿_,+,)w_i

(bu) = B = aL1- A-1-A-

and consider the ma-

A,

that is,

(n)

¿,,= ^r^r,

i,j = \,...,M.

We shall show that B is a matrix with dominant diagonal, that is,
M

(18)

a=

max E |¿(7|/|6,,| < 1.

Ki<M

j=1
j*i

'
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Indeed, for 1 < z < M, since |A,,| = 1,
M lj,

I

i-l

M

E177- EIM+ £ IM

/=1 I6,/1

/=l

/-i+l

i-l

' L-i+j

./E=!

0-0/2

'¿-1

M

'L-i+j

+ E

'L+l

u-n/2

'L-l
'L+l

y = i+l

(by (15), (17))
i-l

=E
p-i

>L-p

•L-\

-p/2

M-i

'L + l

i-l

< E p'"^1'

P/2

lL+p

+E
p=i
P/2
M-i
+ E p^"-"

'L+l

a,_,a,

p=l

P/2

p=l

(by (13), (12))
1

M„2

< E PP + E Pp
p-i
p=\

(by condition (2))

< 2 EOO ppl < 2 E00 pó°2= i,
p-l

p-1

by condition (3) on p and by the definition of p0. So we have
00

(19)

a < 2 E Pp2< 1,
p-i

and (18) is proved.
Applying an inequality of Ostrowski [5, formula 8], and noting that the above
argument shows that £^\|6,/|
< i, we obtain,
/ -i \ M-l

U

\2/

W-l

<n

/

i-i \

i-l

\

A/-1 /

l-aE|60.|U|detÄ|<
y_,

/

u

i-l \

,-1

\

1 + aEl^lh
,=,

'J

Now, the lemma follows from this inequality and from the relation (16) between B
and ALM.

D

Lemma 2. Let L, M be nonnegative integers and k > L + M + 1. Leí
/

(20)

aL+
L+l

HL+l.M+l

ak

'L+l

uk-M+l

aL

'L-M+l

<*k-M

Then
\detAik)

l< Í1)

\a k-M\

\

,M
\uL+l\
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Multiplying the last column of A(¿lf M+1 by aL + l/ak_M, we obtain the

'L+M

'L+l
A(k)

'k-M

_

^*L+1,W+1

■'L + l
'L+l

lk-M

'L-M+l

'L+l

For k = L + M + 1, this matrix coincides with AL + 1M+l, the matrix whose de-

terminant is D((L + l)/(M + 1)). For k > L + M + 1, A*+i.m+i differs from
AL + lM+f only in the first M elements in the last column, which are less in absolute
value than the corresponding elements of AL + 1M+l. Indeed, by (14),
i+ 1

'L+M+l-i

<

1 = 1,2,...,M,

'L+l

so that
'L+l

'it-i + 1

'k-M

i = l,2,...,M.

< \a L+M+2-

Applying the transformation
used in the proof of Lemma 1, with
diag{£L + 1,..., tF+f1}, to AL + l M+l and toi(/]u+1,
we obtain the matrices
B = a-L\fA-lAL + UM+fA,

A =

B = a^fA^U^^A.

From the proof of Lemma 1 we know that B has a dominant diagonal and that
|det B\ < (|)w. But B differs from B only in the first M elements in the last column
and these are less in absolute value than the corresponding elements of B. It follows
that B is also a matrix with dominant diagonal and that det B satisfies the same
estimate: |det B\ < (\)M. From this it follows that
,M+l/

| det AL + lM+f\<\aL+f

w

-, \ M

Since
Het A{k)

=

'k-M

3L+1

the lemma follows.

detyí&i.

D

Lemma 3. Let t > 0 satisfy

(21)

t < L~HL,

where £, is defined by (15). Suppose that L is sufficiently large, such that £, > 1.
Then, for any M complex numbers cv...,cM
that satisfy max1</t< M¡ck\ = 1' we

have
M

M

E E c,aL_,+/ rJ> C\aL\Vr-l)rM,
y-i ,=i
where C depends only on p.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Proof.

We first prove that for any t > 0,
M

E

(22)

L W L-i+j rJ> V,
_ i

7-1

max \r-J\A-jl

1 ^,/, k ¿s M v

'

,

where A = (at;_,+,),*%i and AJk denotes the (j,k) element of A '. Let c denote
the row-vector (c,,..., cM). Since c = (cA)A~l, we obtain
M

M I M

E

E cflL-i+7

<

Ajk

/F1
Aik

max

7 = 1 \' = 1

M

E £,<*/._/

T
J—
7= 1 ;= 1

+7'

Since maxj^k< M\ck\ = 1, by assumption, (22) follows for t = 1.
For t # 1, write c = (c^4T)/l;1 with /1T = A ■diag{T, t2, . ..,rM}, and repeat the
argument.
Remark. Estimate (22) is another form of a result of Saff [6, Lemma 2], but the
above proof is simpler.
We now estimate \Ajkl\. As was shown in the proof of Lemma 1, the matrix
B = allA~lAA (A = diag{£L,..., ^}) has dominant diagonal. Hence (see Ostrow-

ski [5, formulas (12)-(14)]), the elements of B~l satisfy

ß-,1k a/(l -°2),

M,

j,k = h

where a is defined by (18) and a < 2£^=1p/7" < 1 by (19). Since the elements of A l
are related to those of B'l, by

Ají = alHJL-kBj-k\

j,k = \,...,M,

we obtain
-i,

I A'1 I < C \n I LtJ~k
\Ajk | ^ *-iI"lI

sl

j,k=l,...,M,

'

where Cx depends only on p. Hence,

max t yI/I,.Mai CJaJ
1 «./'.*< A/

'

'

max t y|{ k
lKj.k^M

= CjaJ

max t"^{_1

1 <7 « M

— r \n r1„.-MtM-l
- Ll\aL\
T
«L

(since |, > 1)

'

since t/£¿ < 1/L < 1 by the assumption (21). Substituting the last estimate in (22),
we obtain the assertion of the lemma. D
We now establish the properties of the Padé approximants to functions / that

satisfy (l)-(3).
Lemma 4. For each fixed r > 0, there exists a positive integer L0 = L0(r), such that

for L > L0 and M = 1,2,3,...,
(l-2r/£,)%|«2,M(z)|<(l

+ 2i-/^)M,

where £, is defined by (15).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Proof. Let
M
M

y^ni-f

i

7=1 \

zLMj

where zLMj, j = \,...,M,
are the zeros of QLM (if some of them lie at oo, we
replace the corresponding factor by 1). It follows from (11) in [3] that zLMj satisfy
\zLMj\ > \£L (in the notation of [3] the bound is 2(<7l<7l+i)1/2 Wlin Qj = \a,-i/ajV
j = 1,2,3,... ). The lemma follows from this estimate since £z -> oo as L -> oo. D

Lemma 5. Let f satisfy (l)-(3) and let [L/M] = PLM/QLM be the L, M Padé
approximant

to f. Then,
'L + l

|/-[L/M]||li£C-3M|az.

M

i

-, \ M

/I

where C depends only on f.

Proof. By equation (1.1) in Arms and Edrei [1, p. 8] and using our notation (20),
we obtain

(23)

(fQLM~PLM)(z)=

l_f\M

oo

yL)

E

u\L,/m

(detAiklUM+1)zk.

) k = [ + M+l

So, for \z[ < 1,
-i

00

\{fQLM-PLM){z)\<T—-—

E

\D(L/M)\

< ln/I

,„v|

\D(L/M)\

|deM<*+i,W+i|

k = L+M+i

• T
\¿l

-I^l +iT

E

k = L+M+i

\"k-M\

(byLemma2).

Estimating \D(L/M)\
from below by Lemma 1 and taking into account that
^t=L + M+i\ak-M\ < C\aL+il where C depends on / (by (8), for example), we
obtain
\(fQLM-PLM)(z)\<C3"\aL+f

"L

\z\ <1.

Dividing by QLM(z) and using Lemma 4, we obtain the required estimate.

□

Lemma 6. Let
0 < c <c0 = 2|logp0|/log3

= 1.42995....

Let tlM be defined by (5). Then for any sequence of nonnegative integers {A/t}¿_,

that satisfies ML < cL, L = 1,2,3,...,

uniformly on compact subsets of C.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Proof.

From the formula (23) and the fact that

detA^\%;:\

= D((L + l)/(M + \))

by (20), we obtain
(ÍQlm-Plm)(z)

(24)

(-l)"Z>((L

+ l)/(M+l))zJ

l/D(L/M)

1

= 1+

(detAiklfM+l)z

k = L+M + 2D((L+\)/(M+\))

k-L-M-l

The absolute value of the sum is estimated by Lemmas 1 and 2

(25)

,M

a k-M\

121<

k = L+M + 2 (i)
'L + 2

<3W

A7

L+ l

E
k = L+M+2
E

¡M

p=0

< 3Mp2L{ p2

.k-L-M-l

\0 L+ll

a k-M

.k-L-M-l

a L+ 2

lL+2+p

■ Z

.p + l

a L+2

E V\\

2L+p+1

(by (11), (8)).

p= 0

If M = ML < cL, we have (3Mp2L)< (3<p2)¿ -» 0 as L -> oo, since 3<p2< 1 by
choice of c. The term in the braces in (25) is obviously uniformly bounded on each
compact subset of C. Hence, the sum on the right-hand side of (24) tends to zero
uniformly on compact subsets of C and we obtain

(26)

UQLM
(-1)"«!

Plm)(z)

= 1 + o(\)

as L -* oo and M = ML < cL.

,L+M+1

From (15) and (8), it follows that 1/£L < Cp2L, L = 1,2,3,_Then,

from Lemma

4, it follows that for M = ML < cL, QLM(z) -» 1 uniformly on compact subsets of
C. Dividing (26) by QLM(z), we obtain the assertion of the lemma. D

3. Proofs of Theorems 1,2. As was mentioned in the introduction, the properties
of the Padé table that were established in §2 enable us to adapt Saff s arguments to
our case. However, for the sake of completeness, we shall give a fairly full proof of

Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let / satisfy (l)-(3) and let WLMbe a rational function of
best approximation to / in the uniform norm on \z\ < r. Since condition (2) is
invariant under the transformation f(z)^> f(rz), it is sufficient to consider the case
r = 1. Let L, M be fixed and assume that WlM has a pole \/aLM (\aLM\ < 1) in
the disk \z\ < t/2 (t > 2). Assuming L sufficiently large, we shall obtain a lower

bound for t. Write

(27)

WLM(z)

= pLM(z)/[(l

- aLMz)qLM(z)\,

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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where plM is a polynomial of degree < L and qLM is a polynomial of the form
M

(28)

qLM(z) = EVW,
i-l

which is normalized so that max1<(5. M\c¡\ = 1. Note that then

(29)

\qLM(z)\^M,

|z|<l.

By the extremal property of WlM we have
|lF,M(z)-[L/M](z)|<|lF£A/(z)-/(z)|+|/(z)-[L/M](z)|

< 2||/-[L/M]

Hj,

|z|<1,

where [L/M] = Plm/Qlm ¡s me Padé approximant of type (L,M)
(27), (29) and the estimate from above for QLM (Lemma 4) imply
\Plm(z)Qlm(z)

- Plm(z)(1

for /. Now,

- <*lmz)<1lm(z)\

< 4M\\f - [L/M] 1(1 + 2/1,.)M,

\z\ <1.

From this we deduce by Bernstein's Lemma (Walsh [10, p. 77]) that
\Plm(z)Qlm(z)

- Plm(z)(1

- «lmz)<1lm(z)\

< TL+ M-4M-\\f-[L/M]\\f(l

+ 2/kL)M,

\z\ < t.

For L sufficiently large, \QLM\ is bounded from below on \z\ < t by Lemma 4.
Hence,
\(\ - aLMz)qlM(z)

-[L/M](z)

- pLM(z)\

<r^M-4M-\\f-[L/M]\\f.((l

+ 2/iL)/(\

-2r/£L))M.

Since this inequality holds for z = \/aLM, it follows that
1(1 - aLMz)<}LM(z)[L/M](z)

- pLM(z) + pLM(l/aLM)

< 2 X (right-hand member of (30)),
Consequently,

,

,

noting that |1 - aLMz[ > (2/t)t

I

\z\ < t.

- 1 = 1 for \z\ < t, we obtain

WQi.mÍL/M] -irLM\\T
< Ti.+* . 8M -¡/-[L/M]!!,

where ^.^(z)

-((1 + 2/{L)/(l

= [/JLM(z) - pLM(\/otIM)]/(\

- 2t/|J)M,

- aLMz) is a polynomial

of degree

< L - 1.
Estimating

\[f - [L/M]\\x by Lemma 5 and assuming that t < L~ri-L, we obtain,

from (31),
(32)

|k/.M[L/M]-7r,M|UT/+MCM3w|fl/.+

1|-|û/.+ 1/az.r(l

+ SL)M,

where 8¡ -* 0 as L -» oo.
We now obtain a lower bound for the left-hand member of (32). In a neighbour-

hood of 0, let
00

(33)

qLM(z)[L/M](z)-ttLM(z)=

Zdkzk.
A=0

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Since deg7TLM< L - 1, and taking into account (28) and the definition of [L/M],
we obtain
M

(34)

"k ~

L, L + 1,...,L

i-i ak-i+lCi>
/=!

+ M - 1.

Now, it follows from (33) that

Ldk

\\qLM[WM]-irLM\\2T>(2TTT)-lf

\dz\

k= 0
I. + M-l

L+M-l

j I2 2k
1
dk\
k T2k > —
M

E

\2

\dk\rk
XA'-*

k=i.

k = l.

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Hence, by (34),

(35)

— L+M-l
E

L_
iLh

M

{M

k„L

_L-1

M

M
¿~i Ciak-i+l
i= l
M

m t-_ILcfl
> T

L+M-l

L - i +7

c
{M

\àL\#M-*

by Lemma 3 (remember that we assumed that r < L^L).

Now (32), (35) and the

definition (15) of £, yield
t>

C ■ M~y2TM\aL/aL

\aL-i/aL+f\

■\al/(aL_faL+f)\M/2-(l

+ 8LyM,

provided t < L~1\aL_i/al
(36)

,1/2

+1\l/2. Using (2), (8), we finally obtain,

r > C ■ min{L-y2L,

M-3/2(3p)-Mp-4'-(l

+ 8LyM},

where C depends only on / and 8, = 8,(f) -» 0 as L -> oo.
It is easily verified that for p < \ the right-hand member of (36) tends to infinity
as L -» oo and M = ML arbitrary, and that for j < p < p0 = 0.4559... the same is
true provided
M = ML satisfies ML < cL, L = 1,2,...,
where c < cx =

4|logp0|/log(3p0) = 10.0339_So,
the poles of WLM tend to infinity as L -> oo.
It is well known (see Walsh [10, Corollary 5, p. 234]) that this fact implies the
uniform convergence of WlM to / on compact subsets of C. Theorem 1 is proved.
D

Proof of Theorem 2. Let cQ = 1.42995... be the constant that appears in
Lemma 6. Let {Aft}"=1 be any sequence of integers that satisfies ML^cL,
L — 1,2,..., where c < c0. Then Lemma 6 holds.
Furthermore, from (36) it follows that the poles of WLM lie outside the disk
|z| < TL (T > 1). Hence, if we normalize the denominator qLM of WLM by
Qlm,(Q) = 1, we obtain
lim 1lm.(z)

L-»oo

= 1.

ML < cL, L = 1,2,...,
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uniformly on compact subsets of C. This fact, together with Lemma 6, enables us to
use Saff s method of the proof of Theorems B and C without any changes, and

Theorem 2 follows. D
We also note that part (i) of Theorem 2 follows immediately from Lemma 6 and
Rouché's theorem (cf. the proof in Trefethen [9]).
Remarks. 1. It follows from the proof of Theorem 1, that this theorem is valid not
only for the "best" rational functions WlM but for any sequence of rational
functions RLM of respective types (L, M) that satisfy for some r > 0: ||/ - RlM\\r

< C\\f - [L/M]||r(cf. the remark in Saff [7, p. 193]).
2. From the previous remark follows via the lemma of Walsh [10, p. 101], that
Theorem 1 is also true for the case of best rational approximation in the L^-norm,
p > 0, on |z| = r.
3. In the proof of Theorem 1 we assumed for simplicity of writing that r = 1.
With a little more effort a stronger result can be obtained, namely:
Theorem 1'. Let f satisfy (l)-(3) and let WLM(f; r) denote a rational function of
type (L, M) of best approximation to f in the uniform norm on \z\ < r. Let ßLM(f', r)
denote the pole of W, M(f\ r), nearest to the origin. Then for any sequence of indices

{ Mi.} l =i such that ml < 1°L< L = 1,2,3,...,
inf \ßlM (/; r)\ -» oo

thefollowingholds:
¿zsL^oo.

4. It seems likely that the constant p0 is sharp in the sense that for every px > p0
there exists an entire function which satisfies (1) and (2) with p = px and such that

the set of poles of the functions WLM(f; r), M, < 10L, L = 1,2,3,...,
limit point.

has a finite

Although we cannot prove this fact, we can motivate it by proving that for
p = px > p0, the sharpened version of Theorem 1 (Theorem 1') definitely fails.
Indeed, according to a result of Walsh [11], if D(L/M) ¥=0 for some L, M, then as
r -» 0, the poles of WLM(f; r) tend to the poles of [L/M]. So, to contradict
Theorem V it suffices to prove that for any px, px > p0, there exists an entire
function which satisfies (1) and (2) with p = px, and such that some sequence
[L/M,] of its Padé approximations has a finite limit point. This was proved in [4]
even for the case M, = const.
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